
Shadow 811 

Chapter 811: Snow scattering in the wind 

It a griffin clad in thunder elements swooping down from the sky. That is what she sees in the sky 

‘Even Boris came here?’ She said as she looks at Katarina. 

Boris descended down. 

And before she could register what is happening, Sina saw there is beautiful girls all dressed in white 

also appearing up there in the skies and slowly descending form the sky elegantly. 

Sina was speechless for a while. 

If this was a movie or a novel, this is the grand appearance of the main female lead 

Boris jump down from the griffin and come closer to Katarina. 

Katarina seeing her brother coming towards her could only smiles bitterly. 

‘Sorry’ she said as she waves her hand and the sky above Boris head opened up. 

Coldness concentrated on the spot above Boris head. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading 

this content please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

‘Katarina, what are you doing!’ he shouted as he looks up and his eyes widened in shock 

He could that there is four huge tall ice block that is descending down toward him. 

He closes his eyes as the four ice block fall down from the sky and created a square cage that lock up 

Boris movement. 

It is like a four walled jail cell descend down from heaven and trap Boris inside it 

Even without Boris touching the ice block, he knew that this is magical sealing. 

Even though the top is open, he knows that if he tries it would not budge. Just because there doesn’t 

appear to be anything on the top, doesn’t mean that is the truth. 

Sight is the most easily deceived senses 

‘Katarina, release me!’ He shouted. Most of his roar was muffled by the ice block sealing effect. 

‘Just for a moment, brother’ Katarina said as Boris keep shouting. Sina look at Katarina and then she 

shakes her head. 

The whole world is in battle, but Katarina and Azief is still in their melodrama mode. She could guess 

what happens. 

From what she deduces, Katarina try to follow Azief again. 

It is reminiscent like the time when Azief was nearly assassinated in the past. But she is suddenly here in 

Pandemonium and not wherever Azief should have been 
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From the start of the war with the invaders from this Otherworldly creatures, Azief had never shown his 

face here in Pandemonium. 

But Katarina seem confident that he is here. Which only means that Azief had tricked Katarina. 

Azief, Azief. 

He could not let go but he could not hold her back either. 

Probably because the two woman that love shim such a great woman, that he could probably never 

truly let either of them go. 

She sighed and Sina simply said 

‘He is not here’ 

‘That…that is impossible’ Katarina said, clearly not believing her. 

‘I trace the origin of energy to here’ she added. Sina sighed and then she simply said 

‘He is a Divine Comprehension leveler. You are…. Disk Formation. Just look what he could do with one 

strike of his’ Sina said as she gestures with her hand to the sky and the city 

‘One strike is enough for him to mow down millions of demonic creatures. How hard it is for him to trick 

you into believing that he is here?’ she said 

Katarina was about to fly to sky again but Sina tries to grab her but she missed. So she shouted toward 

the strongest woman in the world 

‘Don’t do that!’ And Katarina stop in her track. 

‘Don’t do what?’ She said a bit challenging. Since she had gained the title the strongest woman in the 

world, there isn’t anyone that could tell her what she could and could not do 

Sina sighed and her eyes looking at Katarina was full of pity 

‘Don’t make it harder for both of you’ Katarina was silent for a while. 

Boris who is inside that cage of ice block also had become silent when he heard that Death Monarch is 

not in Pandemonium. 

Katarina snorted and then said 

‘It is too late for that now’ 

‘How could it be too late?’ Sina ask 

Smiling bitterly, she said 

‘I have already fallen too deep’ she answers and hearing this Sina sighed. 

There is silence between them. 

But Katarina did not immediately fly to the sky this time. 



The sound of people crying and screaming in agony in the distance could still be heard every once in a 

while. 

They are standing on a small city that have half of its areas devastated from the battle. There is sound of 

explosion and the sight of half destroyed buildings and corpses on the ground. 

The background is very ghastly, all showing the traces of a hard fought battle 

Sina then said 

‘This is not like in the past. If you go…you will not help him. Instead you will become his burden. He felt 

that he owes you. If anything were to happen to you, he would never forgive himself. Couldn’t you see 

that him directing you to here…to Pandemonium where it is now safe….is his way of taking care of you?’ 

Katarina snorted in derision 

‘Taking care of me? The more he did things like this, the more he makes me confused’ 

Smiling, Sina said 

‘Probably because he too is also confused. He let you go. That is the truth. But maybe he is not ready 

letting you go as he believes himself to be’ 

Katarina hearing what Sina had said, looks at Sina weirdly 

‘I thought you would side with Sofia’ Katarina said. 

Chuckling bitterly Sina said 

‘Azief is also my friend’ Then a second later, Sina said 

‘Stay here. If it’s something that Azief could not handle, then it is not something that we could handle 

either. If he could not handle it, you should save yourself. Don’t think about helping him. You not 

helping him, would be the best help for him right now. he already thinks that he owes you too much. 

Don’t make him owe you anything anymore. Maybe, when both of you don’t owe anything to each 

other anymore, then…it would be easy to forget’ Sina said. 

Even she did not think that she would be consulting someone in their love life in the middle of a broken 

city street, on the midst of a great war between worlds. 

Probably only people like Katarina, Sofia and Azief could treat world ending event as the background of 

their love drama 

Katarina think of Sina words and then she said 

‘When I think of him, my tears keep coming. And each time my heart ache. At times, I even thought I 

would get sick of this longing. That maybe after feeling such pain, I would then be sick of that pain and 

stopped loving him. I thought that is how it should be. Maybe it is like those scholars in the Order of 

Thinkers had said. That after the fall, it is not only our body that grows stronger, even our emotions 

were magnified’ 

She laughs a bit and then said 



‘But it seems, not matter how painful the memory became, it is the truth that the pain made me 

remember him even more. And it slowly become a habits that sometimes even when I’m hurting, I don’t 

even notice it’ 

Sina already felt that something is going very wrong. 

‘Katarina’ Sina said as she comes closer to Katarina but Katarina only smiles as she is slowly floating 

upward into the air 

Smiling, she said to Sina 

‘After I was rejected by him, everyone told me to forget him. What they didn’t know was that I did try to 

forget him. My brother keep telling me that he is a bad guy. I should forget him. My maidens said that 

he could not know what si right and wrong and choose wrongly.’ She chukels a bit and then said 

‘I almost kill them out of anger. It is fine if I am the one cursing him. I don’t like any other person cursing 

him. Everyone told me that I should forget him’ She chuckles again, but the tone sound very helpless. 

‘But I just can’t. Since I could not forget him, then why should I force myself to forget him? The more I 

force to forget him, the more I remember him. What business is it to other people that I love him? What 

business is it of Azief that I love him?’ 

Then chuckling Katarina said to Sina 

‘You said, that the more he owes me, the more he couldn’t forget? Then let him owe more. Let him owe 

me so much, that he would never ever be able to forget’ she said and then with a stalwart 

determination, she disintegrated herself. 

This action caught everyone in shock 

There is no explosion or a shockwave that erupted from her disintegrating herself. 

There are only some beautiful snowflakes that flies upwards into the air as one could see Katarina body 

slowly like a dandelion that is being blown by harsh wind, disappearing 

It was something very beautiful. 

The ice cage melted and Boris could see that her sister disintegrated herself. Her sister was floating in 

the air and her entire being is slowly turning into snowflakes that floats up to the sky. 

Disintegrating herself into snows flakes and travel the whole world. That is the fastest way that she 

could do to travel all over the whole world. 

This is one of her ability that she had realized by herself 

But doing so would burn her energy faster. 

Sina was shocked seeing this and she could not have expected that Katarina would do this. 

‘Why?’ that is the question that come out from her mouth. 

Chapter 812: Brother and sister 
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She takes some time to try to understand what she is looking at right now 

Usually the development of this kind of thing would be that Katarina would relent after hearing what 

she had said 

She then would have listened to Sina suggestion and waited for Death Monarch here. 

If Azief could not defeat the threat that is coming, then the least he could do was to save his loved one. 

Sina knows Azief personality. He is not particularly heroic, in that he would prioritize the ones he loved 

first 

Azief never wanted to be the savior of humanity. 

He is very cynical of humanity in whole. 

Of course Sina could not said this confidently. 

People change sometimes. And who knows how Azief had changed. The stronger Azief become, the 

more unfathomable he became, even to the one closest to him. 

This has nothing to do with his own personal behavior but it has something to do with the position and 

the things that they have access too. 

As Azief grown stronger, he too got a lot of information about the Universe and the Omniverse and that 

separates him. 

The experience he gained and the things he knows distance himself from people. 

Maybe because he could see them from an omniscient point of view, Azief probably would always 

prioritize the safety of those he cares about and not the whole world. 

He had never care if the world praise him or vilify him. As long as he did not do anything that would 

make himself regret, he is content enough. 

As such, Sina was confident that if he failed in his endeavors, the first thing that Azief will do is not to 

save the Earth but to teleport all of his friends out of the planet. 

It is a good thing that most of Azief friends is in Disk Formation so they would survive the calamity of the 

world if they escape to the starry skies. 

And Katarina would surely be in that list of people Azief would save. 

Who could have thought Katarina was so stubborn that she would rather suffer such a pain and 

demoting her own cultivation realm just to find the location of Azief. 

Love is crazy indeed, Sina thought to herself. 

The process of disintegrating herself took only three seconds. 

By the time Boris comes out from the ice prison and tries to stop the process, Katarina had already 

disintegrated into snowflakes that scattered all over the world. 

Disintegrating oneself like this did not mean she is dead. 



She is burning her power, turning her body into the elements of the world and this usually would result 

in the user suffering demotion of realm. 

It is a way of escape. 

Technique is one of the things that could be cultivated and could be derived by the energy that they 

have stored inside their body. 

Azief however never created his own technique. 

It is simply because there is never a need for him to create a technique. Being on the perfection path did 

not require him to do many things that most other people had to do. this content of novelfullbook.com, 
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But as there is pros, there is also cons. 

Azief attack is very simple. 

But because of the Perfection of his path, in his simple strike, there contained the abstruse concepts of 

the Universe. 

Azief usually could easily deduce his enemy moves so he could easily respond appropriately giving him 

the ability to fight like a master of martial arts. 

As such he never requires a technique. 

There is also the fact that he had gained the inheritance of Azul, which it itself a technique that utilizes 

Laws and energies of the world which is the Six Path Fingers. 

That alone is a powerful mystical technique. 

He also possesses the ten eternal rings which could supply any kinds of technique that he wanted 

But there is no technique that he derived by himself. Katarina however was different. She had created 

the Snow Scattering Over the World. 

That is what she called her technique. 

As there are myriads of lives in the Omniverse, there is myriads of ways of cultivating. 

As such even among Disk Formation, their way of cultivating their ability and powers is also different. 

Most of the early stages is all the same. 

But as one grew stronger and reached Seed Formation and Disk Formation, there is a difference in the 

way they practice and progressing forward. 

Each different understanding of some Laws each would lead to a different method. But as long as one 

progresses forward, sooner or later, they would come closer to the peak of power. 

This technique of Snow Scattering Over the World uses the Disk to forcefully integrate one entire being 

into the very fabric of reality. 



It is just energy of the world returning back to the source. 

After all, her snowflakes are formed by the energy of the world and did not form naturally. 

And where did this energy come from.? From the world. As such, she is only returning it to the world. 

But forcefully returning it and naturally returning it is different. The former is an act of transgression, 

trying to forcefully enter the source of power. 

The latter is an inevitability 

Katarina had burned her Disk to gain this ability integrating with reality and Laws of the world. 

For a moment, her ability would come infinitely close to Divine Comprehension leveler. And because she 

took the same path as Azief her reserve of energy is very large. 

With this, she could truly see all over the whole world. She did not need hours. She only needs a few 

second. 

And then she disappears from their sight, scattering beautifully into the sky. Boris, the maidens that 

follows Katarina and Sina were all dumfounded 

They look at each other and then Sina said to Boris 

‘Don’t blame me’ and she made a gesture with her finger to stay away from her. From what Sina knows 

about Boris, this person six very protective of his sister and is also very violent. 

Like before, she is ready to summon that divine pill once again if Boris did any threatening moves. 

Boris sighed, close his eyes and shakes his yes. 

‘Where is Death Monarch?’ 

This time it was Boris that ask the question. 

But it is clear from his tone that he is not seeking Death Monarch. He is asking about Death Monarch 

simply because his sister is seeking for Death Monarch 

But Sina is slowly starting feeling annoyed. 

‘Why the hell everybody is asking me where he is? Am I his manager of something?’ she said to Boris. 

As for the maidens behind Boris, they did not know what to do, their Lady suddenly use the Snow 

Scattering the Worlds. 

It is not a technique they have learned so they could not do the same 

How could they search for Katarina and chase after her, if they could not even see where she is going. 

Each of the snowflakes that flew up in to the air and scattering all over the world is all a part of Katarina. 

And even if they follow each snowflake, the speed of each snowflake outstripped their speed by a whole 

level. 

The maidens are the maidens that served Katarina. One could think of them as her servants 



But they were also taught by Katarina. Katarina took in these young girls who were dying in the streets 

and turned them into phoenixes 

Azief did not use this function but there is a function of master and disciple in the system. 

Since his system windows and his power seems to affect the system interface, he rarely gets any quest 

and while he knows that there is a feature of master and disciple, he had never use it. 

But Katarina had used it and created a maiden army as elegant warriors. They were all wearing white 

and they all used a light sword. 

Azief had only one disciple in his life and that is Xi Feng in that small world in the macrocosm that is the 

Three Thousand Worlds. 

Sina was about to say something to comfort Boris when suddenly a great demonic aura fills the whole 

world and Sina no longer have any mood to joke around as she looks at the sky with solemn expression. 

Boris grunted 

Sina and Boris both recognize that aura is a demonic aura. 

And this kind of demonic aura that pervaded every inch of Heaven and Earth is surely not going to be a 

weak demon and maybe a demon of the same level as Death Monarch power or maybe even a demonic 

creature that suppressed Death Monarch ability. 

‘I guess I only need to follow the demon to find Death Monarch’ he said. Sina also heard what Boris had 

said and her frown become even deeper. She said gently 

‘One wrong move and you will die’ Sina warn. 

‘My sister is there. It didn’t matter if I were to die. But she could not’ Sina clicked her tongue and then 

she said 

‘Stubborn, all of you’ But she too is actually thinking of joining the battle. She had long thought Azief as 

her younger brother. 

A little bit immature and a little bit anti-social. A younger brother that always make trouble outside the 

house 

At the same time, all of the people in Pandemonium also sense the demonic aura. And each one has 

their own thoughts and scheme. 

For once, these people were united in one thought. Earth must survive. 

Chapter 813: The demonic aura (i) 

Of course, right now, the only kinds of people that could sense this demonic aura is those who have 

powerful sensing abilities or Disk Formation leveler 

A white flash stopped on the edge of a cliff. 

Around her were all kinds of slashing marks. She was rushing toward the central region when she senses 

that demonic aura 
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She is the white flash that would disappear and appear every few second in the battlefield before. 

If on the northern side there is sword glare that split open the sky, then in the southern region of 

Pandemonium, there is the white flash that would appear and kill anyone that is close to that white 

flash. 

Stopping in that cliff, is Sasha the Nightingale. She did not use her full power in that battle as she always 

reserved a bit of her power for backup. 

She frowned when she senses that demonic aura this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this 

content please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

‘This nightmare is not over yet’ Now that Sasha had stopped the wound all over her body started 

opening up again and dripping down and her body is leaking energy. 

That wind that Death Monarch had send had killed all the invaders and also had healed her but her 

injury is too severe. 

It is good enough that the wind heals her good enough for her to move or she might really die of energy 

leaking from her body 

She sighed a bit 

There is a lot of things in her mind right now. 

She did not even have the chance to rest like Shinji after the invaders were repelled. 

There is a lot of things that Death Monarch had told her and she had been preparing for any 

eventualities. 

However, the sight of other world coming to invades and space rips that appears in the sky regurgitating 

demonic creatures is not in one of the eventualities she was prepared to handle 

She believes that if there is a next time, she needs to be more imaginative on what eventualities that 

she had to face when preparing defenses for Pandemonium 

Even though the Shadow Guards responsibility is protecting Death Monarch power in Pandemonium, in 

this kind of battle, none of the members of the Shadow Guards could even help Death Monarch. 

As for protecting Death Monarch power in Pandemonium, his power and influence in Pandemonium had 

never diminished 

But she could not just stay still. The Shadow Guards had many divisions and they all have their own 

special characteristic. Maybe one of them could lessen the burden of Death Monarch 

‘I think I had to activate a few of those things’ Sasha is already preparing the next measure that she 

could do to help Death Monarch 

To many people of Pandemonium, if there is one person who knows the location of Death Monarch that 

would be Sasha. 

Katarina should not have sought Sina to find the location of Death Monarch. 



But she should have sought Sasha. This is the person many people regarded as the shadow of Death 

Monarch himself 

Sasha is thinking of using those weapons that was developed by the military and the central court 

Like any other great powers, Pandemonium also had a lot of technology that is very high tech and 

dangerous that would not lose to the Eye of Heaven or the Twelve Pillars. 

It is only because they never needed to use it before, that people had the wrong impression of 

Pandemonium level of technology. 

To many people of the world Pandemonium never took too much time in investing in technological 

weapons simply because they have Death Monarch sitting in the throne. 

They are wrong on that count. 

Death Monarch had never survey the technological advancement that the research department of the 

military wing of Pandemonium had achieved and was more engrossed in strengthening himself 

That is not wrong at all because the stronger Death Monarch is, the more powerful Pandemonium 

became. 

As the greatest world power among the seven great powers, the resources that Pandemonium 

controlled is of course more numerous than the others and that is also reflected in the earnings of their 

soldiers and the prosperity of Pandemonium citizens. 

This kind of administration duties is neglected by Death Monarch simply because he had created a 

system of officials. 

None of the officials under his rule dare to rebel and dare to corrupted the funds of the Treasury. 

Because they know that there is an eye in the sky that could see them and punish them. 

They might walk out the court of Pandemonium and when they return home, they would get strike by 

lightning. 

Since that is the case, why would anyone dare to risk their life. 

No matter how powerful they are in the court, in the end, if Death Monarch wanted their life, they could 

only submit. 

Because of that, none of them doing anything that would be considered as a transgression against Death 

Monarch 

But thankfully because Death Monarch rarely exercise such brutal punishment, the officials did not mind 

this threat because they know Death Monarch had a bottom line. 

As long as you did not do anything overboard, you could live a good life working as the officials of 

Pandemonium. 

Because of the efficient and clean bureaucracy of Pandemonium, the management and administration 

of Pandemonium is always productive which only created a more virtuous cycle of prosperity. 



Death Monarch did not know this but since Sasha usually handle many things for Death Monarch, she 

knew that the military research of Pandemonium is very advanced. 

In the military zone all kinds of new technology are discovered every day. 

Some of them were distribute to the world, while some other is considered military secrets. 

People that did not serve the Death Monarch did not know that most of the official’s worry is regarding 

Death Monarch himself. 

Because Death Monarch is the sole ruler of Pandemonium, its symbol and its rallying point, these 

officials are always worried if Death Monarch would fall from his position or worse died in some world 

shaking battle or lost in his long journey above the heavens. 

The day that Death Monarch fall is the day Pandemonium would fall. 

That is the worry of these officials. And because of that worry, these officials diverted many resources of 

the Treasury for military research. 

In the unfortunate case of Death Monarch death, or disappearance, they could at least defend and 

protect Pandemonium from other powers. 

Sasha had just regained back her control on the Shadow Guards leadership and she already got the 

report of the advancement of military technology that has been developed by the Central Government 

when she was roaming around the world in the past 

She clenches her fist and nodded to herself. 

‘I don’t know how much it would help against such a demon but I would not know if I don’t try’ Sasha 

decides to use these weapons against the enemy of Death Monarch. 

She popped a few pills into her mouth and the wound around her body slowly stopped dripping blood. 

But her body is still leaking energy 

She needs to return to the Central region first, heal her injury and then ask those old fogeys in the 

Central Court to give her access to the Secret Chamber 

She then did not delay as she once again turned into a white flash that travels in a straight line toward 

the Central region of Pandemonium. 

Sina and Sasha was not the only one that have plans to help Death Monarch when the demonic aura 

envelops the world. 

The Celestial Couple who were in the eastern region of Pandemonium and has been saving few cities 

along the way also have their own Plan 

The Celestial painter Xu Cong uses her ability to paint to create obstacles for the enemy, materializing 

mountain in the air before hurling it down and trapping many great experts of demonic creatures and 

the advanced weaponry of the Otherworlds forces into his painting. 

Xu Cong is sailing the skies, standings straight on his painting brush. 



His painting brush right now is akin of a flying saucer and it had been enlarged so that Xu Cong could 

stand on top of its body and flying in the air toward the Central region. 

Around him there is nine scrolls of painting floating and following him. 

In each of these painting there is demonic creatures, otherworldly creatures and all kinds of scenery and 

life inside it. 

The odd thing about these painting is that the painting is very lifelike. 

When one looks closer one could see that the character that is inside the painting is actually alive inside 

that painting. 

The characters all tried to find a way out of the painting 

The Celestial painter had long not participated in any conflict in the world since the Sithulran event. 

But today, the moment he had decided to participate, his feat is very shocking. Not far away from him, 

there is a beautiful otherworldly beauty, having a flawless skin like some kind of fairy living inside a holy 

forest. 

On the side of her right hip is a flute swaying left and right because of the speed in which she is 

traveling. 

Chapter 814: The demonic aura (ii) 

The Celestial Couple is so called Celestial Couple is because they both possess celestial air about them, 

like they were unbothered about the whole world. 

When the whole world was scrambling for power and authority, these pair of lovers only care for each 

other. 

When some people put their loyalty in the flag of nations and in their organizations and factions, these 

two put their loyalty to love. 

Celestial Painter Xu Cong possess a scholar demeanor and always beside him whether in battle or when 

he is enjoying the beautiful scenery of the world, is the beauty Heaven Flute Lihua, the disciple of Loki 

the Trickster. 

Heaven Flute Lihua had been deemed unfit for battle after that powerful attack she had created during 

the battle with Sithulran. 

But now she had regained her power and she is even more powerful than the last time. It is all thanks to 

the Philosopher Stone that Sina had created for her which gave her a second chance 

She had pay the price and she had managed to get out of the world of conflict and live like a fairy 

immortal in Pandemonium. And because of her special stupas she was always respected and honored. 

But now, she once again enters into the fray. They both did not want to enter but the situation of the 

world and this unease that Xu Cong had feel had once again pushed them to enter into the worldly 

affairs. 
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Like Xu Cong, Lihua is also flying toward the direction of the Central region. They all knows that all the 

top brass of Pandemonium is there. 

And everyone could guess that the demonic aura that they felt is a prelude of an even more powerful 

demon. 

They all instinctively begin to believe that the target of this demon is none other than Death Monarch. 

As such they need to discuss what they should do. 

This time Lihua did not use her flute to control the elements around her since the melody still lingers. 

The tune of her flute is still alive. Even though others could not hear it but she could. The wind beneath 

her feet is pushing her forward, following the melody that is in her heart. 

The soldiers that fought with her and her husband were all left there in that city. She looks concernedly 

at the sky in front of her and sighed. 

She could not help but feel that her teacher would also have a hand in this. This is a premonition. It 

could not be explained. 

She was not close with her teacher. 

And the reason she acknowledges him as a teacher is because of a deal. But she still treated Loki as her 

teacher and as his disciple, she too also had known a bit about the Trickster. 

There is something mysterious about her teacher that she could never explain. 

From the way her teacher handle thing it is clear he had a lot of information but no one ever knows how 

he get such information. 

But she could feel it deep in her gut that her teacher would be involved in something related to this. 

They were not the only ones that is flying in the sky heading toward the Central region. 

There is Somi flying as fast lightning, wanting to reach the central region faster. this content of 
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The Flower of Battlefield, Somi did not only reminded people why she was one of the rulers of the Plains 

she is also the wife of Wang Jian and considered the big madam of the White Tiger Battalion. 

In the battle before, she had uses the swordsmanship she had learned from Rafah to kill her enemies. 

The swordsmanship is very mystical, and lethal. It seems to ignore space and time and possess 

abundance of destructive power. 

It also possesses a large range of attack. She had managed to save a lot of small villages and small cities 

along the coast with that swordsmanship. 

Now, she is going to aid her husband. Not far away from her is three figures, wearing three terrifying 

demon mask. 



The Three Demoness considered by many to be loyal only to Loki also appeared in this defining battle of 

Pandemonium against the invaders. 

They too had saved a lot of isolated cities that is far from the protection formation of Pandemonium. 

And they shamelessly are also going to the central region. If not for the circumstances, the world would 

probably be shocked by this gathering. 

This is all the great people of Pandemonium gathering in one place all at the same time. 

This kind of lineup would probably scare a lot of the great powers during time of peace. 

Each of the people flying in the air and wanting to gather in the Central regions is like the gathering of 

nuclear bombs. 

In the Central region in front of the Centre Palace, Wang Jian, Athena and Freya is waiting for everyone 

to gather. 

They all could sense each other and they all could feel mass of energy coming to their direction. 

This is the mass of energy of Disk Formation levelers coming toward them en masse. 

On a tall half destroyed building, not far away from those three great generals, there is an owl perched 

on one of the scorched railing. 

This owl looks toward the three great general like it is observing them with intelligence 

Every once in a while, it would hoot but most of the time, it just stays there without moving, just 

observing. It almost seems like that no kinds of shock could startle this owl. 

This owl would blink every few seconds and its pupils would turn white and cloudy for a second before 

turning back to its original color. 

This owl is also a familiar. 

A millions miles away, sitting underneath a tall large tree with ripe fruits that is surrounded by laws and 

concepts of time and space, there is a woman wearing a ragged white robe. 

The white robe is stained with blood. 

She also had to fight against the invaders but she did not go far from the tree. 

She had predicted many things so she was prepared than most people and could easily survived the 

attack on her. 

Sitting under that tree is the Oracle Erika. She smiles a bit. 

‘At least I still manage to gain a chess piece amidst this chaos.’ 

Her eyes seem to see pass through the distance as she could see the trends of time. 

She smiles a bit and then drinks a few more potions to heal her wounds. 

She did not go away from the area of the tree. 



She had established a few formations around the tree so that it would become invisible to the eyes of 

the otherworldly forces and any demonic power 

She is still waiting. 

And as she waits, she looks at the clear blue skies and the beautiful worlds that had appeared in front of 

her eye right now. 

There is a fantasy feeling to this new world that had come into being after its expanded. Everything 

seems to be more colorful and bigger. 

Whether it be the plants or the animals, they all become bigger. 

There is life force and energy everywhere that she sess. 

She sighed and she touch her eyes. She wanted to capture this moment into her eyes. 

And then she closed her eyes underneath that tree, waiting for that person to come. 

At the same time, that demonic energy appeared in the world, in the outer edges of the Milky Way 

galaxy, space seems to be disturbed and then a few second later, a space shipyard appeared and then 

behind them appeared a fleet of Battlestar and fighter spaceship and a starbases that immediately pick 

up all kinds of readings 

This is the space fleet of the Orvanians. 

Sith’venar is leading the team this time and he look at the readings and said 

‘The effect of the Multiversal Convergence has been lessened. I expect no less from a civilization that 

have absorbed and harnessed the ability given to them by the All Source. They have enough capability to 

turn the tide. But, they would not be able to close all of the Multiversal point since they did not know 

how.’ 

He then began sending order though the communication system to each of the fleet that was assigned 

before hand 

His face appears in one of the fleet commander deck room 

‘Now, we need to lock all the multiversal opening. Prepare the Orbital fleet. Manage and engage all the 

gravity drives and our shield. Put everything in full capacity!’ 

‘We need to be quick as we don’t know what kind of worlds will be attracted to this multiversal point if 

we let it fester for too much. We don’t want a Dark Dimension to also be attracted. Those Chthonian 

monsters is hard to seal’ 

Then his virtual hologram appeared at another fleet commander star deck as he ordered them 

‘As the fleet commander of Intisar, I give access to you to initiate dark matter utilization. We need to 

deep dive into the void. Send our starship to Earth Prime to provide support for them’ 

More orders were sent through the many fleets that surrounded the starbases 



‘Send our starbases near the Moon and send our shock troops for landing! A reading indicated a Type 

Nine Being is about to descend on Earth. Initiate planetary defense protocol and do not engage in 

planetary bombardment unless it is the last measure. Prepare the Spatial Bomb and unseal the Time 

Artifact. It won’t matter if those Time Lords complained. They should have managed the Time Space 

better’ 

The moment the orders was finished, all the soldier and the officials of the fleets all sprang into actions. 

Some fleet is assigned to Earth 

They headed to Earth Prime once again initiating their FTL drive to quickly arrive on Earth. 

Some would dive deep into Time and Space to decoupled the connection and the attraction force 

between worlds. 

And others were tasked in making sure no other new worlds is attracted by changing the frequency of 

the world by using their starbases 

This is the force of one of the ancient civilization of the Omniverse, the Orvanians, the renowned 

scholars of the Omniverse. 

The Orvanians had finally arrived! 

Chapter 815: The thing in the space rip 

A Few Second After the Sixth Strike Hit Pandemonium 

At the same time, that this happens all over the world, the Grand Researcher who is at Antarctica could 

also see the events unfolding in the other continents. 

And nothing could prepare her for what she saw 

Her Eye of Heaven had managed to capture and recorded each of the power of the strikes that Death 

Monarch had unleashed. 

It all happen simultaneously except the one in Pandemonium which happens a little bit later and possess 

greater destructive power than the other strikes. 

This must be because of Hikigaya aid that reserve the force of the strike even further and when that 

strike, arrive at Pandemonium, the force exploded with such great intensity and power that it erases all 

signs of spatial disturbance and annihilating all the Otherworldly forces and the demonic creatures in 

just a few seconds 

But one could not deny that Azief also probably put a lot of his energy in that strike. 

The Grand Researcher in her room could see that with each of Death Monarch swing, there is also a 

force that is swirling and spinning around Death Monarch Law Avatar 

But it did not spin like the Law Avatar is absorbing this energy. This energy comes from the Law Avatar 

who is spilling it outside of the Law Avatar. 

Energy was leaking from the Law Avatar 
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At first, the Law Avatar that Azief had created is already solid. 

But with each swing of the staff, the solid body of the Law Avatar become blurrier and then it became 

slowly translucent like it is about to fade away 

It seems that each strikes that Death Monarch unleashed contained all kinds of power that contradicted 

each other yet work in harmony with each other at the same time. 

And the Grand Researcher also notices something else. It is that with each swing the Law Avatar not 

only become blurrier, it also become weaker. 

The Law Avatar is the source of all this power. As such with each attack, the Law Avatar become weaker 

And then when the seven swing was completed, the twelve pillars that turns into staff shrinks and fly 

toward the original Death Monarch. 

The Law Avatar then slowly dissipated like it was nothing but a mirage. 

Death Monarch who was in the air falls down toward the ground with a thud as a great demonic power 

surges on from all direction 

The seventh strikes, the last strike that Death Monarch had executed created a powerful gust of wind 

that seems to contain all the energies that existed in Earth 

That gust of wind appeared suddenly at the Island of Peace and its fluctuations of energies sweeps 

through North America. 

Like a divine wind that brings on apocalyptic disaster, it annihilated all enemies and heal all those who 

fights against these invaders. 

An aurora like scene could be seen in the sky, illuminating the world with bright colors 

All of the space rips that was opened by the Multiversal Convergence reality breaking power closed off 

Space break around the Island of Peace as the same kind of wind also appears there from all directions, 

blowing endlessly, like it was about to form a storm 

Like a sharp knife, it cut off the life force of the invaders as one could see they turn into emaciated 

corpse in the span of a second while at the same time nourishing the life force of the allies. 

In that gust of wind were contained the All Source ability to contain all energies and turns it into 

something else. 

On Island of Peace, a few second after that gust of wind passes by, the woman archer stopped pointing 

her bow to the sky, the man with the mace stopped throwing his mace to the ground and those who 

were shooting demonic creatures from a hidden position stopped their movement. 

The beam cannon, the photon missile become dysfunction almost immediately 

Everything stops. 

They all look toward the sky but unlike the people in the other continent, their expression is a bit off. 



The space rips were all closed off and there are no longer dark red skies. Instead there is a clear blue 

skies. 

But their expression of off because all the space rip on the Island of Peace had closed itself off…except 

one 

That seven strikes from Death Monarch annihilated all the invading force, closed off all the space rips in 

the world except one. 

And they felt that the fluctuation of energy surrounding that one space rip as one could see that it is 

expanding. 

And a few of them gulps in fear. 

On the other side of the world, on top of the wavy ocean someone stopped running, the golden aura 

around him seems dims and beside him is a woman clad in white aura and crackling of white lightning. 

They both stopped at the same time and then look at each other. 

It is none other than Will and his teacher. 

Will chuckles a bit as he saw the changes of the world 

From the time Azief swing that staff and produce that seven strikes, only five minutes had passed. 

In that five minutes, Azief had pushed himself and even uses his All Source Law Avatar to create such 

domineering effect 

Now, the energy of the fallen is being absorbed by the world and the repression effect on outsiders is 

even stronger than before. 

Will then said with a slightly bitter smile 

‘Azief makes all of this easier. I never knew that being a Divine Comprehension leveler would give this 

kind of power. Godlike’ Will thought to himself. 

But thinking about it again, what they see in the future is more shocking. 

The effect of they going to the future is catastrophic but Will knows that this is small matter considering 

the things that he had saw. 

If he had to do it again, he would. Because now he knows that there is a threat in the future that is tens 

of thousands of times more catastrophic than this. 

Will did not know what to do now that most of the space rips had been closed. Then a telepathic 

message echoes in his mind. 

His teacher is telling him something and he nodded every once in a while. 

‘We have to distort the frequency of the world’ that is what they should do to separate the barriers of 

the world and stopped the colliding of realities between the world. 



Both Will and his teacher did not want Earth prime to be a singular world where the current people 

merged their memories of their realities with the other world. 

And that is actually the best case scenario. 

Worst case scenario, the merging of so many realities and dimension would create a Reality Eruption 

that would reverberates and affected the realities of all dimensions in the Omniverse. 

Will took a step forward and once again he is running. 

But this time he is not running to close off the portals but instead he is running all around the world 

trying to charge up Speed Source and bring the world out of sync with the other world 

They have to distort the frequency of the world. 

Will also had other thoughts like the whereabouts of his sister but he already created a Speed Remnant 

to search for his sister. 

The golden lightning then suddenly disappeared in an explosion of light and the white lightning also 

disappears into that explosion. 

Will and his teacher is deep diving into the multiversal time space. 

In the Island of Peace where the fiercest fighting erupted, they all look at the sky feeling dumbfounded. 

Raymond who was clad in golden armor had blood all over his armor and there is dent all over it now. 

He had appeared in the beginning looking valiant and full of unstoppable momentum. 

But even he was tired after killing so many Seresian demonic creatures. 

No matter how many he killed, there would be more coming out of the space rips. 

But now, the sky is clear and there is no trace of otherworldly forces that fight off against them just a 

moment ago. 

He looks at the sky with a complicated expression, clench his fist as his desire to become strong was 

ignited 

‘Divine Comprehension’ he muttered under his breath. 

‘It is this powerful’ he thought to himself. 

He himself could never believe that just by reaching Divine Comprehension that Death Monarch would 

become this powerful. 

The difference between Disk Formation and Seed Formation while it is steep, it could still be 

surmounted. 

After all both of that realm have the same concepts which is about the use of energies of the Universe. 

But the difference between Divine Comprehension and Disk Formation goes beyond that. 

It is truly the difference between Heaven and Earth. 



Even if there is an army of Disk Formation levelers fighting Divine Comprehension leveler, it is without 

doubt that the Disk Formation leveler would be reduced to ashes 

This is the difference between the two realm and nothing demonstrates it better than this current 

scene. 

Raymond fought for his friend and his comrade. 

While he did his best, creating all kinds of Earth Fortifications with his ability, there were many of his 

comrade that has fallen and many of his friend is injured. 

His best is not enough. But Azief casual strike is enough to trump his best 

As their leader, how could he not feel pained at the death of his soldiers, his brothers in arms? 

But, the invading forces are too numerous and he could not protect everyone. 

Raymond tries his best to endure until the Orvanians came and could help Earth close off the portals but 

in that moment of waiting many have died. 

It was not as bad as during the Weronian Occupation. Because this time they were prepared and they 

are much stronger than before. But each loss is still a loss of life. 

Because of that Raymond is unsatisfied. 

with Death Monarch power he could affect the matter in Island of Peace even though he was at 

someplace else. 

How could Raymond did not feel regretful. 

He now had a change in his thinking. If he is powerful like Death Monarch, why would his comrade and 

his soldiers have to die? 

He could sweep though all these enemies by his lonesome. He could save more people and less people 

would die 

Once this shift of thinking happened, it could not be stopped. 

Even Hikigaya, the one person that Raymond had not thought of could ever surpass him, today, like a 

butterfly flying out from its cocoon become a Divine Comprehension leveler and singlehandedly uses his 

illusion to destroy the invasion forces in Asian continent. 

He had managed to turn the situation around and save his people 

Raymond did not wallow in self-pity. He has no time to wallow in self-pity right now. 

He looks at the sky and he frowned. 

Because there is still one space rip in the sky. 

And one could see that it is getting larger and larger. 

Then to the shock foe everyone, Raymond could see that someone flies out from the space rip. The 

moment that person flies out from that space rips, demonic aura envelops the whole world 



With Raymond eyesight and his Divine Sense he could see who the persons that is flying out from the 

space rip clearly. 

Loki….the Trickster 

Then before he could register his shock, a gigantic hand comes out of that space rip and grab the edges 

of that space rip. 

It seems that the hand is trying to tear apart the space rip completely. But ripping it would not destroy 

the rip. Instead it would open a lager rips. 

And that hand, whatever it is wanted to rip it so it could enter Earth 

Alarms rang in Raymond mind almost immediately 

And the moment that hand appears thunder boomed up in the sky, the wind went crazy and the world 

produces an earthshaking tremor. 

The hand that is grabbing the space edges of the space rips is nothing like a human hand. this content of 
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It is a clawed hand like some beast. 

There is a pattern on the skin of this gigantic hand and demonic aura is coming out of that hand, and 

that aura coagulated, becoming solid 

the pressure coming out of that hand is enough to bring fear to Raymond heart. He knows he could not 

let that thing to ever come out from the space rips 

THUMP! 

The sound echoes throughout the world and another hand appear to hold the other side of the edge 

soft e space rips. 

It is clear now that this creature is trying to come out from space rip. 

Raymond notices this and without hesitation he shouted 

‘Attack the hand!’ 

He shouted his order he flies out to the portal. It took him only a few seconds to arrive at the opening of 

the space rips and what he sees inside that space rip shocked him to his core 

‘Fuck’ he cursed 

Chapter 816: The best is still not enough 

The world seems to have regained calm and peace. The clouds are flowing peacefully on many parts of 

the world. 

There is no longer apparition of a planet that is about to crash on Earth Prime. 

But what people don’t see, they don’t realize. 
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In the Island of Peace, the headquarters of the World Government, the space rips, the shrieking locust-

like army of demons were all destroyed in that one cleansing strike by Death Monarch 

But no one is feeling at ease. Because when they look at the sky above, there is proof that this is far 

from over. 

That space rip above the Island of Peace is like a reminder to everyone that the battle is not yet ended 

and the feeling it gave people is something akin of a descent of Hell into the mortal world. 

There is this demonic aura that is slowly spilling out from that space rip and this demonic aura is 

stronger than the one emanated by all the demonic army combined. 

That is the feeling that Raymond had felt before he flew to the sky. 

Raymond had flown inside that space rip and everyone outside it watched the scene with bated breath. 

Raymond arrive inside the space rip and the discovery of the thing that is emanating all of this demonic 

aura made all his hairs stand up. 

He saw it the moment he is inside and he was shocked beyond belief when he saw 

‘What the hell!’ he cursed internally. 

Because the moment he stepped inside the space rip, he saw a titanic being in the distance. And this 

titanic being head is trying to comes out of the space rips. 

Inside the space rips, he could see more than just the titanic being. 

He could see there is countless of Battlestar that is also trying to come out from the same ripped portal 

space that is no doubt were torn apart by that titanic demonic creature. 

And there are millions of demonic creatures that is all heading to come out from the space rips. 

Raymond is paled in the face. 

‘I need to stop this’ the moment he saw it; he knew he could not these millions of demonic creature to 

come out. 

If not, there would be many more casualties and who knows how much more strikes that Death 

Monarch could use before he also runs out of energy? 

Raymond did not like relying on a former enemy for the safety of his people. Raymond quickly take a 

glance of all the things that is happening inside the space rip and trying to think of a way to stop that 

titanic being form coming out. 

It is clear that while the threat of a million demonic creatures is huge, it could not be compared to that 

titanic demon 

The aura that they gave off is entirely different. 

Even Raymond, known to the world to be very valiant and fearless is feeling the urge to run out of this 

space rip. 

And he knows this feeling is incited by that demon. 



Even before it comes out fully, it is already affecting him. One could only imagine the destruction it 

would cause if it succeeds to come out 

Raymond could see there is another portal inside the space rip. 

It is like there is another space rips inside the space rips. Something is trying to forcefully come out but 

at the same time there is an energy that is trying to prevent that demon from coming out 

Raymond face turns hard 

This is what Loki had been trying to prevent coming out of the space rips. 

Thinking of this Raymond gulped. 

He is quite sure about this. Raymond took a deep breath as a big of savageness streak is unleashed by 

him 

Raymond instantly knew what he had to do. It is clear that Death Monarch could easily kill all the other 

demonic creatures 

But Raymond is quiet clear that even Death Monarch requires time right now 

He just had to endure. He needs to delay it from coming out. 

It is ironic but he is putting his trust into someone that the World Government regarded as their bitter 

rival. 

But Raymond knew Azief. He had the chance to talk with a Azief before and he had spoken with the 

friends of Death Monarch. 

Death Monarch will come here. 

That is what he believes. 

He gripped his mace and then began moving. 

‘I will use my all to give humanity a chance’ he thought to himself. 

Without hesitating, Raymond throws his mace into the space rip and then he summons the Terra Force. 

A powerful force erupted out of his body as it spills out from the space rip in the sky and those who 

were outside the space rips, they could see the air around the space rips distorts even more appearing 

to spiraling into nonexistence. 

The entire world outside of the space rip were affected by thus powerful summoning source. 

The world seems to be rumbling as the sand surface of the seabed rises up and forms into a gigantic 

golem in the bottom of the sea. 

Raymond was not as powerful as Azief or Hikigaya who could affect the world with one thought, 

travelling thought the distance of ten million miles with one thought. 

But while he could not do that, he could at least still affect the area around the island. 



While the island did not have many soils for him to create his golem, there is the sea and there is the 

seabed for him to create the golems. 

And there is not only one golem that is coming into being. Created from the force of the world, there 

were more and more golems that materialized and taking form under the sea. 

Raymond is creating an army of them and he is trembling and sweating golden blood from his body 

inside the space rip. His energy is drained off in such a fast rate that he ages a bit. 

Raymond decided to overdraft to his limits. He would use all that he had to delay these demonic 

creatures from coming out…. even if that means burning out his longevity 

Below, there were tens of thousands of golems with varying levels of cultivations. All of this takes time 

to describe but all of this happen in the span of ten seconds. 

Raymond could feel the connection between him and the golems that he had created and he shouted in 

his mind 

‘RISE UP!’ 

The golems that was created under the sea all opened its eye. They suddenly jump out from the sea, it 

splashes created large rains all over the area they jump out off. 

Those soldiers that were looking at the space rip from below was suddenly shocked as they saw 

unidentified creature coming out from the sea and flying out toward the sky 

These golems float in the air, like some titanic sentinels. And their quantity was in the tens of thousands 

like some army of some celestial emperor 

The whole crowds that was outside the space rip saw these golems coming out from the sea and they 

were shocked. 

They recognize this as the golems that the Supreme Commander of the World Government Raymond 

could create. 

But it is not the golem that shocked them. What shocked them was the quantity of them. It was like an 

army of titanic sentinel. 

Before they could try to make sense of this scene, suddenly these golem seems to receive an order. 

These golems have no faces instead there is something that resembles an eyeball in the center of their 

face. 

These golems look toward the space rip and then they all flew toward the space rip and it confirmed the 

thought of all the people present that these golems belong to Raymond. 

These golems were supported by the Terra source. 

What is the Terra source? Terra source is none other than the force of the world. The force of the Earth. 

As such they could manipulate certain properties of the world like gravity as they flew toward the space 

rip with breakneck speed. 



The waves and the sea is turbulent and chaotic because of the large movements of these golems that 

appeared out of nowhere and shoot out from the bottom of the sea to the sky above the Island of Peace 

like some kind of lightning 

The golem flies in to the space rips and the moment they enter Raymond had ordered them with his 

mind to attack the demonic creatures that is in the edges of that portal of space. 

Each golem is the size of a five story building. These golem charges in and began engaging the Battlestar 

that about to burst out from the space rip. 

While the golems are fighting with the Battlestar with each of their attacks created a powerful 

shockwave that distorts the air and created waves and waves of impact force that reverberated 

outwards, Raymond, the one who had summoned these golems are not in a good condition. 

‘Hah. Hah’ Raymond look at the intense battle not far away from him with panting breath. 

He now is no longer standing in the air like the valiant appearance of him when he first enters this space 

rip. 

He is now just floating, lifelessly. He is pale in his face and his hand is trembling like he had all of his 

energy left his body. 

He seems to become so thin that his large armor is about to slid off him. All around him, battles are 

being fought by his army of golems and the army of the demons. 

It is like he is floating around in a battlefield of deities and demons. 

‘Ah, this is the best I could do. But the best I could do is still not enough’ he muttered to himself silently. 
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CRACK! 

The sound of explosion and the cracking of space could be heard all around him. 

Every once in a while, he could see some of his golems exploded into pieces. 

Other times, he could see the golems smashing through a Battlestar and inflicted a large damage on the 

demonic army 

Raymond could not determine who is in disadvantage and who is in advantages. 

There were too many of them and that demon head that is about to come out make Raymond fearful 

for the fate of the world. 

Yet, he could not move even an inch. He could only see the battle with feeling of helplessness. 

Chapter 817: The arrow that sails through the air 

Raymond felt frustrated at his current condition. He is feeling weak and helpless and it is all because he 

is just not enough 
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The reason why Raymond become like this, unable to move and could only floating lifelessly is because 

he had overdraft his energy. 

Creating these golem army is not as easy as one would believe 

It takes a considerable amount of energy that had to be given to each of these golem to create such an 

army of golems that have varying levels of cultivation and some of them even reached Disk Formation. 

Of course while the golems that is around the Disk Formation level is quite powerful, none of them are 

high level Disk Formation realm and golem have their own weakness. 

If that is the case, then Raymond in the absence of Death Monarch could probably sweeps the whole 

world with it. 

There is also the fact that if he dies, all of these golem would also die. 

Like a hive mind connected to him. The moment he no longer maintained his life force, these golems 

would also die. 

But he rarely uses this technique even in the past. Instead one could say that no one knows that he had 

such an ability in the first place. 

The reason is simply using it…. requires a price. His longevity is among the thing that is required to 

create these golems. 

Raymond disk had cracked and now he is feeling listless and a certain tiredness overcome him that he 

could not explain. 

It felt like something has drained off him, though he doesn’t know what it is that was drained off him 

The control of the energy of the world is slipping form his hand and that feeling is like someone cut off 

his wings. 

Like forcing him to breathe dirty air and drink unclean water. That is the feeling he felt when the energy 

drained off him 

He knows that this is because the energy that he is storing inside his Disk is leaking out and as it is 

leaking out, his body is turning…. mortal 

He slowly floated without direction in the space rip while the shockwave and the force of impact that 

passes through him would help him to floats further and further from the most intense area of battle. 

And then even in his drowsy, in and out of consciousness state, he managed to send an order to one of 

the golems. 

One golem who were just finished destroying a Battlestar and still had some parts of the Battlestar 

lodged in its arms, flew towards Raymond. 

It flew through the debris of the shattered Battlestar and shove away the sea of corpses and quickly 

reached around Raymond position in the space rip. 



Raymond floats toward the golem and the golem slowly pick Raymond up using its hand and put 

Raymond on its shoulder as it floats there, unmoving. 

Raymond is still breathing hard as all of his golem army is hard at work 

But Raymond is still not at ease even though his golem army is cutting through so many of demonic 

creatures. 

All around him floating corpses of the demonic creature was so numerous it was like they were stars in 

the sky. 

Limbs of the demonic creatures and sand and soils which is the remains of the destroyed golems were 

all scattered around the battlefield like some unmaintained graveyard. 

It looks like Raymond army of golems had managed to halt the force of the demons from coming out of 

the space rip. 

But Raymond did not feel any achievement or any sense of ease. 

He could after all still see that demon titanic head that is about to emerge out. 

Inside the space rips there is another rip. This rip is smaller. A torn down portal of space that connected 

this world and that demonic world. 

It is from this portal that the titanic head is coming out. 

And Raymond could guess what kind of existence this demonic creature is. Even the emanation of its 

power had made Raymond heart constricted 

This is a demon that reached around the level of Divine Comprehension or maybe even more. There is 

Eight small horns on the top of the head of the demonic creatures. 

Their tops of the head look like a triceratops crown. 

They were like Weronians a bit only they seem even more savage than Weronians. Raymond could not 

let these creatures to get off this space rip until Death Monarch is here. 

Outside the space rip, everyone heard the order that Raymond had left them. 

They did not act immediately because they were shocked with the many happenings that happens after 

that. 

Not long after their Supreme Commander flew inside the space rip, there is tens of thousands of golems 

flying out from the sea and also enters the space rip. 

But the moment they got their act together, they all executed the Supreme Commander order. 

At the same time right now, all of the high ranking members of the World Government is being 

summoned back by Hirate to help close the large space rip above the Island of Peace. 

Before the high ranking members of World Government were all separated because they all need to 

take care of many regions that is under the control of the World Government. 



Now, that all of the space rip around the world had closed off and the demonic creature is no longer 

appearing out of nowhere, these high ranking members were all summoned back 

But unlike before, the distance between the island of Peace and these members were no longer as close 

as before. 

Before the North Pacific Ocean was not as large as it is now and these experts of the World Government 

could easily traverse the distance appearing in just a couple of minutes or even seconds. 

If right now, one is taking a ship to sail the sea to reach from one port to another a journey that would 

take days in the past would take years. 

Years and years of looking only at sea without any land on sight. 

That is how vast the distance between two distance that is close before. 

As such, even though Hirate had summoned the high ranking members, only those who were Disk 

Formation could probably try to traverse the distance but even then it would take them a few hours and 

as for those who specialized in speed it would probably take them ten minutes or more before they 

could arrive. 

It might seem like ten minutes is not long. 

But for experts like Death Monarch even one second could determine the conclusion of battle. If one 

second could determine the fate of the world, isn’t ten minutes is too long? 

Outside the space rip, not relying on the reinforcement that might come too late, all the soldiers began 

focusing their firepower to demonic creature finger that is griping tightly on the edges of the space rip. 

It is clear that the hand is actually repelling the powerful force that shut off all the space rips in the 

world. 

Death Monarch plans had work beautifully. 

He had forced that one unstable factor coming out. 

Right now, in the entire world, all the space rips had been cut off from the Multiversal Convergence, 

except one. 

And Azief is not the only one that could be attributed to how fast this matter of opening and closing of 

space rips had been done 

Will and his teacher is inside the Space Time Tunnel to try to separate the frequency of Earth Prime with 

other people frequency which reduces the stability of the dimensional barrier. 

At the same time Orvanians also had begun their deep dive and is sending reinforcement to Earth from 

the edges of the Milky Way galaxy. 

But the Orvanians is still not arriving for some reason. 

Even after all of this, that large rip on top of the Island of Peace refuse to go away. 



That finger from that hand seems to have enough force to endure the force that Death Monarch had 

unleashed upon the world 

And such, all the military forces that is present in the Island of Peace is focusing their attack on that 

finger. 

They all could feel this bad premonition. 

That hand that reached out from the void and held off the closing of the space rip is a monster beyond 

their understanding. 

If that thing come out, then calamity would probably strike the world. 

Even Sofia who were too tired to even lift her shoulders, forced herself to raise her bow once again 

Around her fingers is golden blood dripping down. 

Her entire hand is trembling and a lot of her nail had split into two. 

It is not as easy as one would think to bear the expenditure of energy of shooting so many arrows to the 

sky. 

Her entire body is wrecked and she suffers a lot of internal injurie that people could not see. But she 

gritted her teeth, and she once again forced her to raise the bow toward the Heavens. this content of 
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She did it for him. 

Loki said, that doing this would help Azief. And so, she would do anything. 

Love is crazy that way. It is the same for Katarina who were too stubborn or Sofia who felt that she owes 

something to Azief. 

She felt her own body is failing her and the pain is …oh… the pain… jolted in her entire body with each 

movement she makes. 

But she smiles. 

Because she thought of him. And she could proudly say that this time…it was her that was protecting 

him 

Sofia look at the sky and she could see that the rip is getting even bigger as it is forced open by that 

hand. 

She raises her trembling hand and pointed her arrow toward the rip. But she did not intend to attack the 

rip with rains of arrows like before. 

This kind of singular attack onto a target requires a different approach then fighting against a horde of 

enemies. 

She takes her time and around her energy started gathering. 



She did not even have the energy to stand right now but she is forcing herself. 

She is charging her arrows with her energy and she put her longevity and life force inside her bow that is 

transferred to her arrow. 

This kind of powerful enemies could not be easily hurt by rains of arrows. 

Rains of Arrows is an AOE kind of attack. 

It did not possess powerful destructive power. 

It could be used effectively against people of lower strength but could never be used against powerful 

enemy. 

Probably if she used the rain of arrows against the hand of that demonic creature, it would only feel an 

itch and would not be affected at all. 

But, she still wanted to try. 

She charged her power and then she aimed at one of the fingers. 

‘ARGH! BREAK!’ 

Screaming while embedding almost all of her energies in that one shot, the arrow was released. 

Chapter 818: A small wound 

Sofia was closing her eyes as she released that arrow. 

Her finger at that time could feel each and every fiber of her bow. 

Her Houyi Bow is one of a mythical artifact that have very powerful damage output. 

It distinguishes her from any other Archers class in the world. 

Her bow had never been broken and her arrows is like a honing missile. 

In the beginning, she was not as strong as she is today. Her damage was just higher than normal arrows. 

But as she grows strong, her bow and her arrow also become stronger. 

When she charged her bow and then she wanted to release her arrow, she closes her yes and everything 

falls away. 

In her eyes, she locks on towards her target and then close her eyes. Her arrows become her eyes, the 

bow become her body and she was one with it. 

Everyone have their own adventures and serendipitous event and fortuitous encounter. 

Azief had told her of his many experiences, meeting great powerful being in the universe. But while she 

had always been on Earth, that did not mean that she herself did not have any fortuitous event at all. 
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Her Houyi Bow, the true Houyi Bow belongs to mythical figure. And from what she understands, this 

mythical figure really existed 

She once saw an image of that person holding a bow toward a sun and when he released his arrow, the 

arrow pierced though the sun and the sun collapsed inwardly before disintegrated into nihility. 

The sun is not quite a sun but a crow like existence that appears to be like a sun. She is now closing her 

eyes and then remembers how that person shoot the sun. 

The bow might not be the true bow of Houyi. 

But real and false depends on how you view some things in your life. 

Her Houyi Bow is the true Houyi Bow and Sofia believes that. 

She put one of her feet backward, pull the strings off her arrow beyond her shoulder blades and then 

holding it steady and firm, she released it, creating sonic boom around her bow 

That release of arrow created a powerful shockwave that exploded out around her. 

The ground beneath her feet depressed four feet deep and around the ten kilometers radius around 

her, the entire ground cracked and some exploded out, breaking a chunk of soils up toward the air. 

The arrow emanated a powerful destructive energy and a blinding light exploded out from the arrow 

that is sailing toward the sky 

This light enveloped everything around the island that people had to close their eyes because of its 

shine. 

The humming of the sound of the arrow sailing through the air could be heard all over the world if one 

pays attention. 

BOOOM! 

The moment that arrow clashed with one of the fingers of the demonic creature, a powerful shockwave 

inundated the skies and the ground below. 

The clouds that were just formed after the gust of wind had settled, once again were scattered into 

nonexistence. 

Silence fills the world for a moment and then the light slowly fades. 

When everyone could see once again, they could see that the finger of that demon hand is bleeding and 

its blood is dripping down from the tip of that finger, falling from the sky like rain. 

The arrow had turn into a powerful piercing energy but that piercing energy only created a small wound 

on that titanic finger. 

Sofia immediately felt more of her energy drained of her as she become pale and her skin become 

wrinkled like she had experience an aging of ten years in one second. 

‘Shit’ she cursed 



‘I should know it would not be easy.’ 

She did not use the Ten Slaughtering Sun Arrows. It is not that she didn’t want to use it. 

After all, at this juncture, she should never reserve anything else. It is that her current strength and 

energy did not allow her to use that arrow. 

She had been using her bow for half an hour. 

That is not a long time when one thinks about it. That could only be applied if she is in relaxed 

environment, where she only needs to shoot her arrows very once in a while. 

But in a battlefield where millions of demonic creatures are invading and killing people, the use of 

energy that she had to unleash and had to keep on using to keep the enemies at bay, and the inability 

for her to take any rest at all, all of that had taken a toll on her body 

There were a few times of reprieve like when Azief uses the Cosmic Law Body and bind the movement 

of these demonic creatures 

But other than that, most of the time, she had to keep shooting her arrows. 

She wanted to help Raymond but she too had reached her limit. However, there is one question in her 

mind right now? 

Why did Loki leave the space rip? 

She could smell there is another conspiracy here. She could not help but think of Loki and his plans. 

‘What are you planning, Trickster?’ Sofia thought to herself as she kneels down on the ground coughing 

up some blood. 

Panting and breathless, she looks back at the sky feeling uneasy. 

the area above the sky of Island of Peace is a scene of magical bombardment. 

As all the forces in the Island of Peace is attacking the hand of that titanic demonic creature, inside a 

secluded room, beneath the battlefield surface, Loki is once again standing in front of the floating 

throne 

This time there seems to be more wires attached to the throne and the room seems to have some 

spatial distortion that is hard to sense unless one really pays attention. 

If one without powerful willpower enter this room they might fall into a trance and all of their secrets 

would be perused easily by Hirate 

Loki sighed. Before he came here using his avatar. But this time, he came here in his real body 

And Hirate is no longer connected to the Cerebral Enhancement Device. The throne is empty but the 

force residue that was generated is still there. 

The Trickster and the Mind Master truly met face to face, in the flesh. 

Hirate look at Loki and Loki look a Hirate. A few seconds passed like this and Loki raised his eyebrows 



Hirate sighed and then he said 

‘he is coming’ Loki nodded. 

‘It is time for me to act a bit, then’ Loki said. 

Loki came here to confirm it. He could sense that energy coming when he went out of the space rip. 

But he needs certainty. 

There are not many places in the world right now that could escape the eyes of Heavens. 

He was about to leave and then Hirate could not help but said 

‘Wait’ 

Loki turn back and look at Hirate. Hirate sighed. He had asked this question before. But now, that the 

time is near, he could not help but asked once again 

‘No regret?’ 

Loki smirks and said 

‘No regret’ Hearing this Hirate laughs. 

‘Fine. It is not the first time I offended Death Monarch. Other people might not know the sacrifice you 

done for the world today, but I know. The world owes you’ Loki shakes his head 

??No’ Sighing, he thought of all those old comrades and old ghost he sees in his dreams and he said 

‘I owe it to them’ Hirate did not understand and Loki never expected him to understand anyway 

Then not saying anything else, Loki went out the room. It took him only a few seconds before he 

navigates through all the surveillance of the secret facility. 

And it is also because this time he did not need to worry too much about the surveillance of the secret 

facility. Hirate would probably order the recording to be deleted later 

He arrived at the backyard of the Quorum Council building when he came out of the secret facility. 

He looks up at the sky and he could see that the forces of the World Government are attacking the 

demonic creature. 

Loki sighed. 

‘It is your bad luck that you came this time. Azief was not as weak as he was in that other timeline. His 

path this time could be considered to be too smooth. I bet there is some powerful being up there is also 

betting on him’ Loki thought to himself. 

Loki could recognize with one glance that the being that is about to come out from that rip is a demon 

prince. 

Though, he is probably a Demon King originally. 



A Demon King is a Half sovereign powerhouse. Other than Supreme beings and Sovereigns, half 

Sovereign level existence is pretty much unbeatable 

If a demonic king really descends down on Earth without World Orb, and unleashed the pressure of Half 

Sovereign, Earth might collapse on itself. 

That is how powerful a half sovereign really is. 

Loki did not worry that much about the appearance of this demonic prince. In the other timeline, Azief 

also had fought this demonic prince. 

But of course this time the outcome would be slightly different. 

In that time, he was around Disk Formation when he fought against the Demonic Prince. 

But at that time he did not fight it alone. 

Instead he joined the fight against the Demonic Prince with all the other forces of the world. And he is 

not even the most outstanding one at that time 

It was not as domineering as him right now, using seven strikes to pacify the world. There were a lot of 

things that had changed from the original trajectory. 

There is the fact that this time crisis come to fast. 

It is like everything is going too fast. The events still happen like last time but the timeline is moving too 

fast. 

And the intention of the people involved in the event seems to also be different. Different will and 

intention, even though it is the same event, a different outcome might be produced. 

Up until now, Loki still saw the same outcome. Thing…changes but the outcome is the same. It could 

drive one without a strong determination to feel hopeless. 

But Loki hope he could see a miracle. He hopes to see this different outcome brought about by the 

different feeling of people. 

And the reason for Azief to fight in this battle is probably a bit different than that time. 

Chapter 819: The sacrifice 

The reason he believes that the reason for Azief fighting in this war might be different than the last time 

is because the Azief in this new timeline….is kinder. 

Of course one could not say he is really a kind person. 

A kind person does not kill people as much Azief had did. 

But if compared this Azief to that Azief that Loki had known, one could say that while that other Azief 

exuded a coldness that seems to freeze one heart over, this Azief is a little bit warmer. 

‘Because he has friend’ Loki thought to himself. 

In that other timeline, Azief had to go all of it alone. 
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He fought alone and he struggles alone. 

The only ally he ever had is probably only Sofia. When he broke through Sovereign level, he become the 

strongest being on Earth. 

It is quite inappropriate to call him human by that point since he is practically a different lifeform by that 

time 

And being Sovereign, sitting on top of the peak of the world, could be very lonely. Loki also understand 

it. 

The power of Sovereign to the eyes of anyone below sovereign level is incalculable and appeared all 

encompassing. 

While the Sovereign powers depended on their Laws, as Sovereign, the other minor laws are always 

under their control. 

Loki shakes his head. 

It is pointless to think about that at this current moment. He only looks at that demonic hand in the sky 

that is struggling to keep the doorway between worlds open. 

He smirks a bit 

‘That demon would be a good nourishment for Earth energy.’ 

It is a pity that when that demon creature enters Earth, he would be even more repressed and 

restrained by the force of the world. 

Loki walk around the backyard of the Quorum Council while above his head, the sound of explosion and 

all kinds of magical attack is being unleashed toward that hand. 

He thought about Sofia and then he shakes his head. 

‘I need to make the world believes that they have nothing to do with me for this lie to work’ he is 

worried about Sofia. 

But he is quite confident that Sofia with her Houyi Bow would survive this. 

If she really could not, it is not like Loki didn’t have any other plans to save her. 

But the possibility of Sofia dying in this crisis is minuscule. But Loki still have to make sure that miniscule 

possibility did not happen. 

One could only imagine the kinds of things that would change if Sofia was not there in Azief life. this 
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He of course could not risk it. It is not only for Azief. But also because he too had treated Sofia like a 

friend. 

He closes his eyes and stop for a moment while thinking of something. 



The sound of explosion all went away drowned by the silence he created in his mind 

Earth Prime has always been a little special. There is a reason why none of the great powers in the 

Universe did not colonize a small planet like Earth. 

There is a prophecy. 

Loki still remembers the prophecy. He didn’t like remembering it. But hell, if that wasn’t one hell of a 

prophecy. 

It is one of the memory that he remembers the most. A lot of his memory had been slowly erased as the 

consequences of breaking through time. 

He notices it sometime that there is gaps in his knowledge and his memory. Sometimes, he did 

something and he didn’t remember why he is doing it. 

This current body, this current avatar could no longer shield itself from the Karma of Time. 

When Time Crisis ended, number two would take his place and he would return to the original body. 

There were all the same. 

There were all Loki. They were all him. So it makes no difference whatsoever. He himself did not know 

why he took such measures. But in the end, probably all would be revealed. 

If not for the fact that this kind of memory erosion by a timeline that did not yet exist did not take place, 

then there was no need to do so many things in secret. 

Partitioning himself into seven parts drains a lot of his potential and the fact that he could reach Disk 

Formation while separating himself into seven avatars is already impressive enough. 

The memory about Void for example requires him to even ask the assistance of Erika. 

And there was other thing that made him realize that his memory is getting worse. 

But out of all the memory that he has up to the Time Crisis, there were one memory that actually would 

come much later that is lodged deeply inside his mind. 

And that is the memory of the prophecy. 

As most story goes, there is always a prophecy. And Loki was one of the witness of the fulfillment of that 

prophecy. 

He smiles bitterly when he thought about it. He believes Erika also knows a bit about that prophecy. 

In the Omniverse, there is a Song. This Song would only be sung when the appointed time arrive. 

This Song is only known to some powerful beings in the Omniverse. They know the name of that Song 

but they could not sing it. 

The Song is called the Song of the End and the ancient prophecy title is called the prophecy of the end. 

It is quite an appropriate name for such prophecy. 



And Loki heard the Song and saw the prophecy fulfilled. 

The prophecy was not as convoluted or hard to understand like most of the prophecy that one would 

find in many books or stories. 

The prophecy basically prophesied the end. 

And the end for the Universe is pretty common occurrence. Stars exploded, galaxy shrink or being 

devoured, the stories of the Omniverse is full of ends and beginning. 

So the prophecy was not that shocking…at least it was so in the beginning. 

But the one who gave the prophecy had specifically mention that this end is not the same End that one 

would expect. 

This is not the destruction of one particular planet or one particular galaxy or the collapse of 

dimensional barriers that bring about a Reality Collapse 

This end that is prophesized in the prophecy spoke of the End of All. Planets, Universe, Omniverse…. all 

will end. 

Everything would be rolled out and everything would truly end. 

There is no rebirth, no new creation…. only something that is deeper than nothingness. Nonexistence. 

The Song for some reason sound very beautiful. Destruction could be beautiful after all. 

It sounds like a Song of farewell, filled with emotions. The Omniverse, at its last moment, did not groan, 

did not scream instead it sings. 

And he witnessed nothingness creeping all over creations. Everything turns to nothingness. Like there 

was never an existence in the Omniverse in the first place. 

Nothing could escape it and nothing could stop it that day. He lost his friends, his comrades that day. 

And now, only the ghost of them remains, in forms of souls and memories. 

Souls of a different reality, memories of a different person. Ghosts of their future self. 

That is the prophecy. And he hopes that prophecy would not come true this time. 

Because he was one of the witness of the End. 

He witnesses the End and the End is not pretty. And so, he hopes for a different outcome. 

An outcome where there is not so many ghost of his friends, haunting him in his every waking moment 

‘I need to run away from this Island’ Loki said as he looks that the demon is about come out from that 

portal 

The sky above the Island of Peace is cracking like something is hitting it from below. 

Loki did not run because he fears the Demonic Prince. 



While he could not defeat the demonic prince in his current state, he knows many ways of trapping the 

demon prince. 

The reason he ran away is simply because the world needed a reason. 

Yes, the world needed a reason. 

Of course if people know what Loki is saying about the world needed a reason right now, they might 

think Loki is not making sense. 

But to Loki and Hirate they both know why Loki would run. 

It all have something to do with his plan. 

Loki look at the distance. 

Even though he could not see where Death Monarch is he could feel a powerful force that is about to 

descend on the Island of Peace is coming closer and closer 

Everything is still under his calculation. 

Sighing, he looks toward the sky. 

He did not only feel that Azief would about to descend on Island of Peace, he could also sense that 

presence outside of Earth 

‘The Orvanians’ he thoughts to himself. 

Other Disk Formation levelers were constrained by distance to use their Divine Sense after the 

expansion of the world. But Loki always had a way to go around that restriction. 

‘I hope you don’t blame me too much’ he said before putting on the Helmet of Invisibility and 

disappeared from sight. 

Loki always had something under his sleeve. And his planning would surely be something shocking. 

Even if the world doesn’t understand him, he would not care. 

The stake has never been higher. And Time is moving too fast for him now. Slowly, things are spiraling 

out of control. 

Chapter 820: The time monarch 

At the same time, in the underground secret facility, Hirate had jumped back onto his throne and 

putting back the helmet on top of his head. 

There is something he must relayed to the world. And there is something he must alter. This is the first 

time he would try to do such thing. 

‘Ah, fuck it. I already decided to do it’ He then fastened the electrode around his helmet and laid his 

back on the throne and then close his eyes as a powerful psionic energy surrounded him and protected 

him from any external disturbance. 
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At the same time that Loki disappeared and Hirate put on that helmet, there in one part of Europe, 

there was a city that was rewinding back its time. 

Everything that was destroyed before were restored. Everything that was dead, lives. Cause and effects 

were erased. 

And floating above a pristine and large city like it had not been touched by the ravages of war is Jean… 

The Time Monarch 

His eyes seem to have an image of a pointer embedded into his eyeballs. 

It is illusory and unless one could see his face clearly, then one would not be able to see it clearly 

It is like his pupils are the dot of where the pointer of a clock and when the pointer inside Jean eyes 

move, time would move. 

This is his own interpretation of time. His eyes become the clock and time would move according to that 

pointer. 

The song of time could be heard by Jean. Though others who practice the law of time might hear 

something else, what Jean heard is the sound of a ticking. 

This ticking sound multiplied like there were tens of thousands of clocks ticking denoting the passing of 

time 

At first it all sounds the same, they all were ticking at the same time, but then some of those ticking 

went out of the uniform time and more and more were like that until the sound of the ticking of the 

clock sounds like a song of Time 

He had managed to break through to Divine Comprehension the moment Azief strike cleanse the world 

from all the demonic creatures with his strike. 

That moment, a burst of energy was supplied to the world because of the death of so many demonic 

creatures and otherworldly forces 

Their energy was absorbed by the world and as such at that moment the density of energy increased all 

over the world. 

Jean capitalize on this and managed to do something that would be impossible if not for the fact that 

reality was tore apart and dimensional barriers were all over the place. 

He had rewind back time to the point before the Seresian demon attacked and sealed that moment until 

the strike from Azief arrived and then he regurgitated them all out from that time sealing. 

But there is some side effect. 

After all, Jean could manipulate time not control it. People always thought that Jean had able to control 

time. He could…but only to a considerable degree. 

And what he meant by controlling is simply manipulating it. 

What he had tried to do a few minutes before was an act of controlling time 



And that kind of act did not come without consequences. If not for the fact that the Time Space was so 

chaotic right now, then Jean attempt might create another timeline. 

But because he could manage it and the space around the world was so chaotic that his attempt at the 

changing of time is like just pouring more poison into a poison vat which did not change the properties 

of it, he did not accidentally create a new parallel world. 

For some reason, the barrier of time and Space of this Universe is quite hard to break through 

Of course for people like Death Monarch and Will, hard to them is just slightly hard. And even then, it 

created such a big mess which is the current Multiversal Convergence. 

And there is another side effect 

none of the people in the city remembers the attack and they all did not remember that they were dead 

just a few second before. 

They were pretty shocked when they saw the world suddenly become bigger and they could see the 

distance between Heaven and Earth suddenly multiplied hundredfold. 

Jean did not expect this. But it is a precious experience nonetheless 

But Jean was frowning. He knows from what he did that it is nothing like a true revival. If not for the 

many factors that was present, he would not be able to do such thing 

Because he knows he only saved one city. There were so many cities and villages all over the world and 

all he could do was save one city. 

If he instead was not carried over by emotions and used his power to save others……then how many 

people he could save instead of just saving just a city. 

But then he quickly shakes that thought out of his mind. 

It is not a game of numbers. 

But they have to treat it like a game of numbers. 

He himself did not quite sure whether it is the right decision. If he did not feel as strongly as he did 

about this city before he might not have that one last push to break through to Divine Comprehension. 

He sighed. 

While Azief strike had destroyed all the demonic creatures it also had pacified all the space rips and the 

dimensional barriers 

And one of the effect of the strike is it is healing the world. 

the fabric of reality is slowly being stabilized again. Jean now might have more powerful control over 

Time and Space but it did not mean he could do what he just did before. 

Because he had had taken advantage of all the factors he had been able to bring back the dead. 



He looks at the city and look at the faces of those people who look at the sky with astonishment and 

awe and some kids were opening their mouth wide looking at all the thing that is around their city from 

the colorful gigantic flowers outside their city, to the large forest that seems to be the height of twenty 

skyscraper lined up vertically that their shade covers the land from above. 

Some saw the sight of the remains of the battle but they did not understand how and when did that 

happen. 

One could imagine that these people that Jean had revived were that like some people who were 

sleeping and then when they got up and look outside their house, they could not see the villages that 

was only a couple of miles away from them 

They could not see the familiar tree that they would rest upon, they could not see the familiar scenery 

that they have seen for countless of years. 

What they see was something else entirely and that would surely bring confusion to them but maybe 

because they tried to rationalize it, no one seems to be asking any question. 

They look all around them and they could see mountains that they did not recognize, large trees that 

could cover up an entire nation and the unbelievable scenery of the Heavens being so far from them. 

It was like at one moment the close their eyes and their whole world suddenly changes. 

This kind of feeling is hard to describe. 

Before when people look at the sky above, even though they felt it is high, they never felt it was 

unreachable. 

But now, seeing it fills one heart with such feeling this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this 
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The entire city did not have any bleak scenery like before. There is no corpses of children and old people 

all over the streets and limb scattered around the streets. 

The streets itself is clear and clean unlike the street that he had walked just a few second ago 

There is no destroyed building or screams of a mother shouting the name of their child, or the sound of 

a child crying for their parents. 

They were only surprised, astonished and weirded out by the experience. 

Jean smiles a bit 

‘At least…it is not pointless’ he could only console himself like this. He knew that everything that lives 

also had to meet their end. 

He knew that death is very normal. Time is after all one of the instrument of death 

He could accept that fact in his mind. 

He was prepared to lose many of his friends and he was prepared to see the death of millions when he 

saw the locust like demonic army descending down from the sky 



He had been ready for it…in his mind. But when the tragedy strike, Jean had find out that he is no longer 

that ruthless Emperor of France. 

He had known kindness and he had learned kindness. And once you feel how warm it is being covered 

up by kindness, it is hard to go back to being that ruthless again. 

It was not that he become soft. 

When he is dealing with an enemy he could still be that ruthless person that cow Europe into submission 

in the past 

But he could not be as heartless toward his people. People he believes that is under his protection. 

He was born and lived around the streets. He knows all about the darkness of the world 

His sympathy is borne out of the same pain. 

As such the more he understands the pain, the more he empathizes. Those people that died in the city, 

is his people. 

And so, he could not just be as heartless as he is when he is dealing with his enemies. There is a reason 

why his army in the past would not hesitate to follow him into death. 

He sympathizes with these people and mourn their death and felt pity for them and the impetus of that 

feeling had enable him to become a Divine Comprehension. 

He wanted to turn back time. That desire was so strong that it could not be contained and in that 

moment of clarity, he broke thought and gain control over time for a period of a moment. 

But a moment is all he needs to create this current situation 

He had done his best. Their lives…. could be considered a gift from him for showing him his Grand Path. 

And now, he is tired and exhausted. It is quiet fortunate that he is now in Divine Comprehension as his 

energy is quickly recovering. 

If not, he could never bear that expenditure of using so much energy like that 

He then looks toward a certain direction. 


